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Summary 

	

We	investigate	 the	role	of	 task	similarity	 for	 the	resilience	of	unemployed	 job	seekers	exposed	to	

automation	 of	 routine	 tasks.	 Using	 a	 language	 model,	 we	 establish	 a	 novel	 job-to-job	 task	 similarity	

measure.	 Exploiting	 the	 resulting	 job	 network	 to	 define	 job	markets	 flexibly,	we	 find	 that	 only	 the	most	

similar	jobs	affect	job	finding.	Since	automation-exposed	jobs	overlap	with	other	highly	exposed	jobs,	task-

based	 reallocation	 provides	 little	 relief	 for	 affected	 job	 seekers.	We	 show	 that	 this	 is	 not	 true	 for	more	

recent	 software	 exposure,	 for	 which	 task	 overlap	 mitigates	 the	 distributional	 consequences.	 Our	

counterfactual	 simulation	 highlights	 the	 potential	 harm	 of	 increasing	 job	 mobility	 as	 it	 strengthens	 the	

divided	exposure	of	job	seekers	to	routine-task	automation.		
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1 Introduction

Automation technology shifts labor demand across occupation with di�erent task content, away

from tasks where automation technology has a comparative advantage (Autor et al., 2003).

Uncovering the substitution of machines for workers in routine tasks, an extensive literature

analyzes the decline in middle-skill employment in high income countries in the past decades,

known as job polarization.1 When workers have limited ability to adjust to these shifts in labour

demand, routine-task automation generates winners and losers, both in the short and the long

run.

Joblessness is an important dimension of how workers lose out in the short to medium run.

Workers exposed to automation are more likely to be non-employed, and experience declining

earnings (Cortes et al., 2017; Bessen et al., 2023). Following job displacement at the firm,

exposed workers face stronger earning losses (Braxton and Taska, 2023), which is largely driven

by more time spent in non-employment, persisting years after the job loss event (Blien et al.,

2021; Goos et al., 2021). This is particularly worrisome given the documented scarring e�ects

of job displacement (Jacobson et al., 1993; Davis and Von Wachter, 2011). Existing literature

presents clear evidence of the disruptive impact of routine-task automation. However, it remains

an open questions what the origins are of the adjustment costs that are causing this inequality

in job loss.

In this paper, we study the role of occupational reallocation as a key factor of adjustment. If

reallocation to other jobs with better prospects is very costly or simply unavailable to workers

displaced from routine jobs, this can explain the persistence of distributional consequences and

provide guidance to policy makers seeking to assist displaced workers. Given that the impact of

routine-task automation has a strong occupational component, reallocation across occupations

and the potential loss of human capital is crucial to understand how workers can shift away from

exposed labor markets.2

The central argument that we make throughout this paper is that the existence of worker

reallocation does not imply the reduction of distributional consequences from routine-task
1From Goos and Manning (2007) coining the term "job polarization", a large set of papers have shown the

relevance of this phenomenon using data from di�erent settings. A non-exhaustive list includes: Acemoglu and
Autor (2011); Antonczyk et al. (2009); Autor et al. (2006); Autor and Dorn (2013); Autor et al. (2015); Cortes
(2016); Dustmann et al. (2009); Goos et al. (2014); Gregory et al. (2022); Michaels et al. (2014) and Spitz-Oener
(2006).

2A similar argument is made by (Traiberman, 2019) on the role of occupational human capital for the unequal
e�ects of import competition on workers.
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automation per se. This holds only when mobility connects a�ected to less a�ected markets

with better job prospects, i.e., when exposure is not too correlated between connected markets.

Whether this is true depends on who is exposed and how the connected structure between labor

markets allows for reallocation. In other words, it is an empirical question whether workers

displaced from routine jobs can shift towards more prosperous occupations. For the same reason,

reallocation patterns from automation of routine-task content exposure do not necessarily transfer

to more recent technologies such as artificial intelligence (AI).

This paper seeks to understand the unequal job finding of job seekers displaced from routine

jobs through the lens of task-based similarity between jobs as a source for reallocation. To that

end, we build two constructs from administrative data that are grounded in real job search.

We observe the universe of newly unemployed job seekers and their work history in detailed

occupations in Flanders, Belgium. Since we use administrative data on unemployed job seekers

receiving benefits, these spells consist only of involuntary job loss. First, we apply a state-of-the-

art language representation model to exploit detailed task descriptions for jobs maintained by

the Public Employment Services (PES). This generates a network of jobs that are connected

by similarity in task content. We interpret these connections as overlapping labor markets and

representing the potential for reallocation. Second, we quantify the relevance of overlapping

labor markets for unemployment duration by augmenting a standard matching function that

allows for a flexible definition of the labor market, including overlap with markets that share task

content (Goos et al., 2019). These constructs enable us to analyse technology exposure and its

relationship to unemployment duration. Crucially, we evaluate the contribution of overlapping

markets to this relationship by benchmarking our model to one without task overlap. To focus

on the mechanism of job similarity, we employ a standard and proven measure of exposure to

routine-task automation: Routine Task Index (RTI) (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011).

Next, we delve deeper into the conditions when overlapping markets can have an equalizing

e�ect on job finding, using additional descriptive statistics and counterfactual simulations. We

consider four pieces of evidence: (i) we manipulate the matching e�ciency in overlapping markets;

(ii) we explore the correlated exposure to RTI within the similarity network; (iii) we introduce

additional tasks to exposed job seekers as a form of targeted re-training. Finally, (iv) we analyze

a simulated reduction in vacancies along a di�erent dimension to show that, under certain

circumstances, overlapping markets can strongly equalize the e�ect of exposure. Finally, we

compare the results from our benchmarking exercise on the exposure to automation of routine
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tasks with recent innovations in software, robots and AI as measured by current patents (Webb,

2020).

Our analysis yields three main findings. First, our estimation of a flexible matching function

shows that only the most similar jobs outside of job seekers’ own labor markets are relevant

for job finding by the unemployed. Heterogeneity analysis reveals that this is driven by early

career job seekers. However, these overlapping markets provide little relief from the link between

reduced job finding and exposure to routine-task automation. This finding provides a novel

understanding of the disruptive and persistent distributional e�ects of routine-task automation.

Second, we find that the reason for this lies in the structure of the similarity network. Labor

markets of job seekers displaced from routine jobs overlap with other highly exposed markets that

do not provide better job finding opportunities. Therefore, increasing the matching e�ciency

with the most similar markets increases job seekers’ exposure to automation in close job markets

and reduces their job finding probabilities. Even though we cannot anticipate general equilibrium

e�ects given our reduced form matching function, our counterfactual simulations point to potential

harm in recommendation algorithms that direct job seekers to explore job markets that are most

similar to their previous job’s task content. Furthermore, we stress the importance of correlated

exposure by analyzing a simulated reduction in vacancies where exposure is less correlated among

overlapping markets. In this case, we find a strong equalizing e�ect of overlapping markets on

the gradient between unemployment duration and exposure of the job profile of job seekers.

Third, we show that the contribution of task overlap on job finding depends critically on the

specific technological innovation. It depends on which jobs are most exposed to the technology

and their embedding within the job network. For instance, for recent software innovations,

overlapping markets provide discernible improvement in the expected job finding rates of exposed

job seekers. Further, in contrast to routine-task exposure, current AI exposure predicts faster

job finding.

Related literature We contribute to two strands of literature. A first studies the distributional

consequences of automation for the labor market. Several papers show that automation-induced

worker displacement tends to be task-specific and has shifted labor demand away from routine-

intensive occupations (Autor et al., 2003; Autor and Dorn, 2013; Goos et al., 2014; Cortes, 2016;

Gregory et al., 2022). Using either occupational exposure or direct measures of automation at

the firm, evidence shows that a�ected workers experience earnings losses, importantly because of
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more time spent in non-employment (Bessen et al., 2023; Blien et al., 2021; Cortes et al., 2017;

Goos et al., 2021).3 While these papers stress the selective displacement e�ect of automation as a

driver for unequal labor market outcomes, we contribute by providing evidence on the mechanism

of reallocation.

Our paper relates in particular to recent work by Acemoglu and Restrepo (2022), who develop

a general equilibrium model connecting task displacement to overall changes in wage inequality.

Their model highlights the importance of task-based reallocation of workers as a mechanism,

concluding that automation is responsible for the declining real wages of low-skilled workers over

several decades. Acemoglu and Restrepo (2022) examine employment-to-employment changes

over a period of 40 years and argue that task-based reallocation has contributed to the dispersion

of negative wage e�ects from automation. We analyse job finding after unemployment as a

relevant and complementary margin of inequality in the short to medium run. Further, we focus

on task-based similarity between jobs as a source of reallocation.

Our reasoning on the importance of reallocation for the distributional consequences from

automation is also related to recent research on the persistence of migration shocks. Borusyak

et al. (2022) show that the estimation of geographic mobility responses to migration shocks

is flawed without accounting for the spatial correlation of those shocks. They emphasize that

actual mobility responses are underestimated when leaving out "the bilateral nature of location

choices" (Borusyak et al., 2022, p. 3). That is, reallocation of workers following a migration shocks

depends not only on the conditions of their own local labor markets, but also on the conditions

of the labor markets they are able to reallocate to. Similarly, we highlight the importance of

accounting for task-based correlation of exposure across occupations when studying the impact

of technological change.

Second, we build on a long-standing literature that relates human capital to worker mobility

across jobs (Poletaev and Robinson, 2008; Gathmann and Schönberg, 2010; Goos et al., 2019),

which highlights that human capital is specific to the tasks workers perform on their jobs.

Therefore, it is more costly to switch between jobs the more they di�er in task content. Several

papers look at observed job-to-job transitions and their associated wage changes and find

sizeable costs associated with switching in support of this hypothesis (Cortes and Gallipoli, 2018;

Gathmann and Schönberg, 2010; Macaluso, 2022; Poletaev and Robinson, 2008; Robinson, 2018).
3Using firm survey data on a combination of technological and organisational change, Battisti et al. (2023) do

not find evidence of displacement e�ects for routine workers. They find that there is within-firm reallocation to
more abstract work. This seems in line with the combined organisational change they define as the treatment.
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The existing body of research builds mostly on occupational dictionaries to construct measures of

task similarity between jobs and relies on the O*NET dictionary for US workers and job-to-job

transitions (Dworkin, 2019; Schubert et al., 2021; del Rio-Chanona et al., 2020). Our contribution

to this literature is twofold. First, we extend the approach of job markets as a network to explain

the distributional consequences of automation for unemployed job seekers. Importantly, we look

at job finding rates rather than job-to-job transitions to provide complementary evidence on the

extensive margin of employment, as the reallocation patterns of unemployed workers are likely

di�erent. Second, we apply a language representation model to construct a novel measure of

job-to-job similarity that captures similarity in task content beyond the exact textual overlap in

task descriptions used in previous papers. Furthermore, we measure job descriptions at a very

granular level that is grounded in the actual search activity of our sample. We are able to exploit

the full work history reported to the PES rather than restrict to the last job before displacement.

The remainder of this paper proceeds as follows. Section 2 introduces our data. Section 3

presents our job network based on similarity in task content. Section 4 presents our empirical

approach to estimate an extended matching function accounting for task overlap. Section 5

presents our main results on the implications for exposure to routine-task automation. Section 6

discusses possible explanations for our results in Section 5. Section 7 replicates our analysis for

measures of more recent technology exposure. Section 8 discusses robustness analysis. Section 9

concludes.

2 Data

Job seeker profiles and task competency information The data for our analysis stem

from a real job search environment. Our sample consists of the universe of newly registered

unemployed job seekers receiving benefits with the Public Employment Services in Flanders,

Belgium.4 To be registered as "newly" unemployed receiving benefits, persons cannot have been

unemployed in the past six months and lost their jobs involuntarily. Importantly, this means that

recurring job seekers in between short spells, e.g., at a temp agency, are not captured. Because

of the generous system of unemployment benefits in Belgium, labour market entrant looking for

work can also apply for benefits and are part of our sample. Unemployed job seekers older than

55 are not required to search actively, and are therefore not included in our sample. Between
4Flanders is the Dutch-speaking region of Belgium, with 6.7 million inhabitants. Due to language di�erences,

the PES is organized at the regional level. At the start of 2021, the unemployment rate in Flanders was 4.3%.
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March 1, and September 9, 2021, we observe 33,352 individuals entering unemployment. Our

main data are taken from the PES’ online platform called "Mijn Loopbaan" (translated as "My

Career"). It is mandatory to register on this platform and create a profile when a job seeker

claims unemployment benefits.5 The obligation to use the platform safeguards our analysis

against common problems in studies using web platforms like voluntary selection into the online

platform, user anonymity or sample attrition (Altmann et al., 2022). From the search profiles on

the platform, we obtain the list of occupations that job seekers are interested to work in and

their experience in these jobs. Therefore, the list does not contain jobs in which job seekers have

experience, but no longer want to work in. We consider this to correctly identify the market for

job search.6 Since the data are based on job seekers’ real CVs, the list may contain more than one

job. Job seekers list three di�erent jobs on average.7 This sets us apart from previous literature

on task-based mobility, which typically only looks at the last known occupation (Gathmann and

Schönberg, 2010; Cortes and Gallipoli, 2018). In total, we observe 1,435 distinct jobs, according

to a very detailed classification: 620 occupations which each up to four levels of experience:

starter, less than two, between two and five, and more than five years of experience. Throughout

this paper, we refer to a combination of an occupation and experience level as a job. Each of

these jobs is linked to detailed task descriptions of the activities performed in the respective job.

This task matrix was built on the classification by the French PES (ROME-v3) combined with

information from expert surveys in Belgium.8 Job seekers also see their task competencies when

completing the profile.

Figure 1 shows the share of job seeker search profiles in our total sample by one-digit ISCO-08,

indicated by the blue squares. Due to the universal coverage of our data, a large variety of

occupations are included in job profiles. Our sample contains both higher skilled, and often

non-routine, professional jobs, as well as lower skilled, more routine profiles such as clerical or
5While anyone can register on the platform, we focus on the unemployed given the universal coverage.
6We conducted a complementary survey with the job seekers in our sample. This survey was distributed via

mail and sent five weeks after the start of unemployment. The response rate was around 8% on average. We asked
job seekers to compare their use of the PES platform to other channels, like other job boards, social media and
temp agencies. On average, the PES platform was used most often among all channels. It was also ranked highest
in terms of preferences over where to search. Finally, for respondents who had already found a job, it was the
second most important channel through which they found work, after temp agencies. The stated importance of
the PES online platform in this survey supports the quality of the search profile data.

7We do not know the relative importance of the jobs listed in the profile. Therefore, we may be including
information on previous job interests that are no longer relevant. Several search profiles have listed jobs dating
from previous periods of unemployment. Given that profiles are mandatory and discussed with a counselor, we
trust the information provided in the online profile. As a robustness, we drop jobs that were added to the profile
more than 10 years ago. This does not change our main results.

8See Appendix A.1 for further discussion and examples.
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elementary occupations.

Measures of technology exposure For our main analysis, we employ a commonly used

measure for job seekers’ exposure to routine-task automation: occupational routine-task intensity

(RTI) based on O*NET 2009 (Acemoglu and Autor, 2011). The measure describes to what

extent work activities can be fully described by a set of rules and procedures (i.e., well-defined

codifiable steps) and carried out by machines (i.e., computers and other electronics). This

measure is well-established in the literature and empirical evidence confirms its predictive power

for computer adoption and subsequent worker outcomes (Autor et al., 2003; Autor and Dorn,

2013). We compare the automation of routine tasks to more recent waves of technological

innovations. Specifically, we apply recently developed measures that capture the exposure of

occupations to current patents for software, robots and AI (Webb, 2020).9 Each measure is

cross-walked from the SOC to ISCO-08 and merged at the four-digit ISCO-08 level. To calculate

the respective technology exposure for each job seeker, we average each of the four measures

across all jobs in the job seeker’s profile.

Table 1 shows the mean RTI score by one-digit ISCO-08 occupation of the jobs in the job

seeker profile. In line with previous literature, clerical support jobs, jobs related to plant and

machine operating and elementary jobs are most exposed to routine-task automation.10

Administrative records We complement the main data with administrative records main-

tained by the PES. For each job seeker, we observe a list of person characteristics that we use

as controls: age, gender, education level, a dummy for being a labor market entrant, migration

background, location as NUTS2, urbanization of the place of residence, and Dutch proficiency.

Summary statistics for our job seeker sample can be found in Table 2. Our sample is balanced

in terms of men and women. Around 30% is an entrant to the labour market. Subsequently,

the mean age is 30. We observe a large variety in educational background, with both high

school, some college and university educated. Finally, 20% of our sample does not have Belgian

nationality; and 10% reports having limited or no knowledge of Dutch. Importantly, we also
9See Appendix A.2 for more details on the construction of the technology exposure measures and their relation

to each other.
10We find a higher RTI score of elementary occupations than others using RTI at the ISCO-08 level (Goos

et al., 2014). This does not arise from the applied mapping from the SOC to ISCO-08 occupational codes, but
originates from the specific work experience within one-digit ISCO-08. Job seekers in our sample with experience
in elementary occupations tend to have experience in the particularly routine-intense jobs, such as occupations
within two-digit ISCO-08 code 93: "Labourers in Mining, Construction, Manufacturing and Transport".
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observe at a monthly frequency whether job seekers have found employment over a maximum of

18 months.11

Finally, we have information on the total stock of unemployed job seekers and vacancies

in every month from the PES’ online platform. Given the mandatory online registration, we

capture the universe of unemployed job seekers.12 Since vacancies are posted on the platform via

two channels, it has a wide coverage. First, firms can post vacancies directly on the platform.

Second, the PES has exchange agreements with major temporary agencies and other job boards.

Importantly, vacancies are classified according to the same classification as used for jobs in the

job seekers’ profiles regardless of through which platform the vacancies were obtained.

Figure 1 plots the average tightness defined as the number of vacancies over the number of job

seekers in a job market across all time periods and locations by one-digit ISCO-08 as indicated

by the red circles. There is substantial variation in the tightness across jobs. Unsurprisingly, the

market for professionals, in particular medical professionals, was very tight during the COVID-19

pandemic. However, we also see that a large share of our job seekers search for jobs in markets

that have few vacancies per job seeker, such as the market for clerical support workers.

3 A network of jobs connected by task similarity

In this section, we build a network of jobs connected by task similarity. The network presents the

availability of alternative, similar jobs for every job present in the search profiles of our sample.

This is the first, and central building block to the analysis of this paper. The existence of such

similarity across jobs creates an overlapping market structure which we use to understand the

distributional consequences from routine-task automation.

Language model to quantify similarity in task content On average, every job in our

data contains 13 tasks and every task occurs in two jobs in our task matrix. The occurrence

of tasks across jobs is highly skewed: many tasks are specific only to one or two jobs and few

tasks occur across many jobs. Previous studies have relied on the re-occurrence of exact task

descriptions, e.g., the importance of activities as reported in the US Dictionary of Occupational

Titles (DOT) or O*NET (Cortes and Gallipoli, 2018; Dworkin, 2019). Due to the skewed
11Around 15.3% of our sample is right-censored. We apply a duration model to handle these cases.
12The stock of job seekers comprises all jobs listed on the online profiles since job seekers may be searching in

multiple job markets.
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distribution of task occurrence, we would likely underestimate the overall similarity across jobs

with an approach based on exact word matches.

To deal with the skewed distribution of task occurrence, we build a similarity measure

that does not depend on the exact wording of the description. Rather, we distill the complex

information recorded in the detailed task descriptions by applying the pre-trained language

representation model MPNet (Song et al., 2020) fine-tuned for sentence similarity.13 This self-

supervised algorithm is trained to interpret sentences based on a large-scale text corpus by

translating words into numerical vectors. Specifically, the algorithm first retrieves the meaning

of words by looking at their surrounding words and their position in the sentence. Second, the

model is fine-tuned to update the obtained vectors by focusing on the similarity computation of

sentences. In our context, the obtained numerical vectors contain the semantic information of

each task description. Therefore, task similarity comes from task descriptions containing the

exact same words but also from task descriptions that describe similar activities. Task vectors

are averaged up to the job level.14 Job vectors are then compared using the standard measure

employed by the literature on large language models: cosine similarity. We use cosine similarity

throughout as our measure of task similarity between jobs.15

To bolster the validity of our measure, we compare it to two, more aggregate measures from

the literature. First, we cross-walk the measure of occupational similarity between 37 occupation

categories from the DOT by Cortes and Gallipoli (2018) to our job classification. Second, we

use panel survey data from the EU-SILC project on Flemish adults between 2013 and 2020

to compute employment transition probabilities. However, this comparison can only be made

at the two-digit ISCO-08 level due to sparse observations of employment transitions at lower

levels.16 Compared to these two measures, our job measure is much more granular: we can

compute pairwise similarities for each of the 1,435 distinct jobs that are registered in search

profiles. Therefore, we cannot directly compare the three measures at the level of detail that we

observe in job search. After aggregating our job similarity measure to the two-digit ISCO-08

level, we find similar patterns in job similarity across all three. The Spearman rank correlation
13The code and more details on the fine-tuning are available at https://huggingface.co/

sentence-transformers/all-mpnet-base-v2. MPNET builds on the more widely known BERT language model.
Using the fine-tuning of BERT for sentences, SBERT, produces similar results.

14Using di�erent types of aggregation lead to similar results.
15A visual representation and further discussion of our approach with MPNET to quantify similarity in task

content can be found in Appendix A.3.
16Belgian administrative data does not contain information on occupation of employment and therefore does not

provide us with an alternative way of estimating transition probabilities.
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with our similarity is 0.476 and 0.505 respectively (P<0.01). This comparison highlights the

strength of our approach to capture more nuances in the similarity between jobs, reflecting the

jobs outside of their own search profile at which job seekers are able to direct their job search

e�ort.

Task-based similarity between jobs Figure 2 displays a heatmap with all pairwise job

similarities based on our constructed measure. We interpret this matrix as a network of jobs

connected by task similarity. Since cosine similarity is symmetric when comparing a job pair, we

only show the area below the diagonal. While we do not interpret the level of cosine similarity,

we exploit the ordinal ranking of the entire similarity distribution to group overlapping jobs

into four bins ranging from the 5% most similar jobs to the 35% least similar jobs. Darkly

shaded areas represent highly similar job pairs in terms of semantic meaning; lightly shaded

areas represent job pairs that have low similarity. Jobs are ordered by ISCO-08 on each axis,

such that jobs close to the diagonal share several digits in their ISCO-08 codes. We provide

labels along the axes and the diagonal at the one-digit ISCO level.

The dark areas close to the diagonal show that jobs with similar ISCO-08 codes are likely to

have similar task content. However, we also find a lot of o�-diagonal darkly shaded areas. There

are several examples of shared task content between jobs belonging to the group of associate

professionals (3) such as engineering technicians and many other technical jobs (7-8), represented

by the dark vertical lines at the beginning of ISCO-08 code 3. There are also examples of jobs

that have little to no overlap with other jobs, as indicated by the yellow vertical and horizontal

lines. In the group of professionals (2) these are mostly entertainment jobs like singers or dancers

that conduct specific tasks like vocal exercises or rehearsing of dance steps.

Broadly, two darkly shaded, large triangle areas at the top left and bottom right indicate

a divide between jobs in ISCO-08 codes one to five and between ISCO-08 codes six to nine.

This aggregate divide has been found in previous studies on job similarity, regardless of their

methodology (Alabdulkareem et al., 2018; Cortes and Gallipoli, 2018; Dawson et al., 2021;

Schubert et al., 2021) and reflects the boundary between cognitive and manual work, and college

and non-college educated jobs.

In addition to these aggregate patterns, our approach detects variation in the level of job

similarity even within narrowly defined ISCO-08 occupations. We leverage this granular variation,

which matches the level of detail found in job seeker profiles, in order to predict job finding.
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4 An extended matching function with task overlap

4.1 Empirical framework

To understand the capacity for task similarity among jobs to reduce the distributional impact

of routine-task automation, we must first relate job finding to the conditions in your own and

similar job markets. This allows us to uncover which ties within the job similarity network are

actually relevant for job finding. For this purpose, we apply an extended version of a matching

framework. Our empirical framework follows the work of Manning and Petrongolo (2017) and

Goos et al. (2019), which we explain briefly. Further discussion on how the parameters link to

the structural model of Manning and Petrongolo (2017) can be found in Appendix A.4.

Starting from a standard matching framework (Pissarides, 2000) with a Cobb-Douglas

matching function, we expand the definition of a job market by di�erentiating between the

tightness in the jobs in job seekers’ own markets (i.e., jobs listed on their job profile in which they

have experience and thus possess the corresponding set of task competencies) and the tightness

in jobs that are to some extent similar (i.e., jobs in which they have no experience but which

are partially similar in task competencies). Similar jobs are binned by percentiles of the cosine

similarity distribution. The four bins are cut at the 95th, 75th and 35th percentile of the entire

distribution of similarities, identical to the variation shown in Figure 2. These bins represent the

tightness in "close" and "distant" neighbors in a network where jobs are connected through task

similarity. We estimate a coe�cient on each of these separate bins such that the relative search

e�ciency of similar jobs is estimated as a step function.17 The log probability of finding a job

for any job seeker can then be expressed as:

ln(Ti) = –1 ln(V full
i +

4ÿ

j=1
“jV partial

ij ) + –2 ln(Ufull
i +

4ÿ

j=1
—jUpartial

ij ) (1)

with i = job seeker; j = the grouping of jobs by similarity; V full
i = number of vacancies in own

job markets; V partial
ij = number of vacancies in jobs with partial task overlap; Ufull

i = number

of other job seekers in own job markets; and Upartial
ij = number of other job seekers in jobs

with partial task overlap. As in the standard model, parameters –1 and –2 capture the positive

and negative externalities from job search respectively. The parameters “j and —j capture the

relative matching e�ciency of vacancies and job seekers in jobs within the similarity of bin j.
17We apply a range of sensitivity analysis to the choice of bin delineation in Section 8.
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This e�ciency should be interpreted relative to the vacancies and job seekers in the jobs for

which the job seekers possess the full set of task competencies. For example, if “j = 0.5 this

means that a vacancy in bin j has only half of the positive spillover on job finding as a vacancy

in a job that is part of the job seeker’s profile.

The focus of this paper is to understand to what extent overlap between job markets can

equalize the exposure to automation. Therefore, we di�erentiate equation (1) by exposure to

automation in the jobs for which the job seeker has experience. The channel through which

this a�ects equation (1) is through lowering the arrival of vacancies in those occupations. For

this discussion, it would be equivalent to assume that there are more unemployed job seekers in

automation exposed occupations, or a combination of both. Instead, we assume,

ˆVo

ˆao
< 0 (2)

where a refers to the automation intensity of the job market o.18 Because an individual job

seeker may have gathered experience over multiple occupations, we define ai to be the exposure

to automation across all jobs in which individual i has experience. Recent research has shown

the importance of using full occupational histories for wage inequality (Vafa et al., 2023). Our

analysis provides a potential mechanism for this importance. By looking beyond the occupation

where the job seeker is displaced from, we consider to what extent workers become "entrenched"

into a narrow set of jobs with similar task content. This provides them with limited capacity to

adjust to routine-task automation.

For ease of exposition, we discuss three distinct scenarios of overlapping markets of our

equation (1) to characterize the expression for the marginal e�ect of automation exposure on job

finding:
ˆln(Ti)

ˆai
(3)

First, consider a world in which jobs are completely insular, such that workers cannot find

employment in jobs besides those where they have previous experience: “j = —j = 0 ’ j = 1/4.

In this case, the associated change in job finding would fully depend on the change in vacancies

in job seeker’s own market. Because of the log specification, an increase in ai is associated with
18In our data, a standard deviation increase in RTI of a job profile is associated with a 0.08 reduction in tightness,

which is highly significant and 40% of mean tightness.
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a loss in job finding due to the lowering of vacancies, proportional to the level of vacancies:

ˆln(Ti)
ˆai

=
–1

Ë
ˆV full

i /ˆai

È

V full
i

(4)

Second, we can consider a world in which job markets are perfectly integrated, that is finding

work in any type of job is possible without switching costs: “j = —j = 1 ’j = 1/4. Then, the

change in job finding no longer depends on i since every job seeker can equally search across all

markets:
ˆln(T )

ˆa
= –1 [ˆV/ˆa]

V
(5)

where V = V full
i +

q4
j=1 V partial

ij . This sum is the same for every individual since the total set

of bins captures all existing job markets. Similarly, exposure to automation a would be the

aggregate mean across all jobs.

Third, we return to a more realistic scenario in between the first two extreme scenarios, where

some overlap exists. We leave out the superscripts full and partial to avoid cluttering.

ˆln(Ti)
ˆai

=
–1

Ë
ˆVi/ˆai +

q4
j=1 “j [ˆVij/ˆai]

È

Vi +
q4

j=1 “jVij
(6)

The expression is now a compound of the exposure in job seeker’s own market and in overlapping

markets, weighted by their relative importance “j . This second element is non-zero if the exposure

in job seeker’s own profile is somehow determinant of exposure to vacancies in the overlapping

markets. More specifically, we consider:

ˆVij

ˆai
= ˆVij

ˆaij

ˆaij

ˆai
(7)

We define aij to be the share of automation-exposed occupations in bin j for individual i. This

expression captures the fact that exposure in job seeker’s own market and markets in bin j may

be correlated. That is corr(ai, aij) > 0 such that ˆaij

ˆai
> 0. In that case, the left-hand side

of equation (7) is negative and the negative gradient of job finding on automation exposure

becomes steeper. Consequently, overlapping markets prolong the time job seekers with more

automation-exposed job profiles need to search for work.

Taken together, equations (6) and (7) show that inequality in job finding across job seekers

with di�erential exposure to automation come from lower job prospects accumulated across
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own and overlapping markets. Therefore, the time job seekers need to search for work when

they have more automation-exposed experience can be reduced by overlapping markets only

if the correlation of exposure is negative between overlapping markets corr(ai, aij) < 0. As

we argued in the example above, the time spent in unemployment can also be reinforced by a

positive correlation, or remain una�ected if the correlation is small. This e�ect is mediated by the

relative e�ciency of searching in overlapping markets: “j . A large “j implies that vacancies in

overlapping markets j have similar e�ects on job finding as vacancies in job seeker’s own market.

In addition, the total change in job finding is larger the more positive spillovers are generated by

vacancies: a large –1 implies low overall search frictions. Whether exposure correlates across

overlapping markets depends on the distribution of exposure and the structure of the job network,

and motivates our empirical analysis.

Arguably, our parameters “j and —j capture several, more structural parameters at the same

time. The step function as shown in equation (1) can be seen as estimating in a reduced form

setting the first "ripple e�ect" of the "propagation matrix" developed by Acemoglu and Restrepo

(2022). Therefore, it captures the observed search patterns where there are barriers to search

outside of job seekers’ own market, causing “j · —j < 1. This can be driven by many elements.

First, we consider these parameters of relative e�ciency to capture the cost of task-based mobility

and taste preferences that workers may have for the jobs in which they have experience. Although

concerning geographic rather than task-based mobility, these elements mimic the modelling of

Borusyak et al. (2022) for the location choice of workers. In their model, structural parameters

on taste for a specific location and cost of mobility would decrease the share of outward mobility

from your origin market, which is how we interpret small levels of “j and —j . Second, in a setting

of job search, parameters “j and —j may also capture hiring practices by employers. Even if job

seekers would have a low cost of moving across task-space, this may be limited by the willingness

of employers to hire a job seeker who doesn’t have experience in the exact job that is vacant.

Finally, it may also reflect strong bundling of tasks in the production function and high costs of

training. If the specific combination of tasks on the job contains significant complementary in

the spirit of Lazear (2009), then hiring someone without experience in this specific combination

of tasks required to perform the vacant job may be very costly as it requires essential training.

For the purpose of this paper, the actually source of limited overlap between job markets is less

important. Rather, we focus on how these barriers lead to unequal impact from routine-task

automation for job finding.
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4.2 Estimation approach

Because equation (1) is non-linear in parameters “j and —j , we apply log-linearization as proposed

by Manning and Petrongolo (2017) before estimating the duration analysis.19 We use a log-

logistic functional form to allow for non-monotonicity in duration dependence.20 The stocks of

vacancies and job seekers are measured at the start of the unemployment duration and are region

specific at the NUTS2 level. We include person controls such as age, gender, detailed educational

attainment, migration background, Dutch proficiency, urbanization of the place of residence,

whether the job seeker is a labor market entrant, and region- and month of inflow-fixed e�ects.

The coe�cients presented in Table 3 are obtained from this estimation.21

5 The contribution of overlapping markets to unequal job find-

ing

In this section, we first present the baseline estimated coe�cients from equation (1), which informs

us on the existence of overlapping markets. Next, we document to what extent these overlapping

markets contribute to the inequality in job finding for job seekers exposed to routine-task

automation. In subsection 5.2, we compare the predicted unemployment duration for job seekers

with varying degrees of exposure to routine-task automation and benchmark the contribution of

overlapping markets against a model without task overlap. The final subsection 5.3 performs a

heterogeneity analysis by age groups.

5.1 Predicted job finding when accounting for overlapping job markets

Table 3 contains the estimated coe�cients from equation (1). It confirms the standard assumption

of externalities in job search: a doubling in vacancy stocks increases the job finding rate by 8.4%.

The opposite holds for job seekers, albeit by a smaller magnitude (3.9%). We find a significant

relationship for the stocks of vacancies and job seekers in overlapping jobs, but, strikingly, only
19To ensure that our results are not driven by the log-linearization, we also estimate a linear version of equation (1)

as follows: ln(Ti) = –1 ln(V full
i ) +

q
4

j=1
‹j ln(V partial

ij ) + –2 ln(Ufull
i ) +

q
4

j=1
µj ln(Upartial

ij ). ‹j and µj then
capture the compound e�ect of –1 and “j , and –2 and —j respectively. We estimate this equation by putting in
each bin separately and all bins combined. Although misspecified, the results are qualitatively similar.

20Our results are similar when using the Weibull proportional hazard functional form.
21See Appendix A.5 for more details. Note that the identifying variation for estimating our coe�cients comes

from the tightness in jobs and their neighbours in the network which vary at the level of job-month-provinces.
Since the majority of the job seekers (roughly 60%) list multiple jobs in their search profile, clustering at the
level of the first job listed combined with the month in which the job seeker entered unemployment and province
information, would not be precise for those who list multiple jobs and too restrictive. However, clustering at the
job-month-province level does not change the statistical significance of the estimated coe�cients.
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for the most similar jobs in the first bin. For these close neighbors, the relative e�ciency is

considerably lower at around 28%. Put di�erently, three to four more vacancies in most similar

jobs have the same positive association with job finding as one more vacancy in a job in which the

job seeker has experience. As mentioned in section 4.1, a variety of reasons might contribute to

these significant search frictions among similar jobs such as a lack of information, lock-in e�ects,

and hiring practices related to job experience, among others. The corresponding coe�cient on

job seekers has the same magnitude although we lack power to estimate it precisely.22 This is our

first finding: job markets overlap based on task similarity. However, it is only the most similar

jobs, i.e., the closest neighbors in the network, that matter for job finding.

This result provides a novel understanding to previous findings that task-based mobility costs

appear sizeable (Gathmann and Schönberg, 2010; Cortes and Gallipoli, 2018; Macaluso, 2022).

First, we take into account that even equally similar jobs may have unequal job prospects in

terms of tightness. Second, we find sizeable search frictions even among jobs that are very similar

in terms of task content when accounting for semantic meaning. Interestingly, our estimates

for the relative e�ciency of overlapping job markets are very similar to Goos et al. (2019) even

though our overlapping markets contain similarity based on semantic meaning in addition to

exact textual overlap only. This suggests we capture relevant additional information.

5.2 Implications for exposure to routine-task automation

Next, we test how task-based mobility helps account for the distributional consequences for job

seekers exposed to automation. Do overlapping labor markets provide an alternative for highly

exposed job seekers trying to find work? Figure 3 plots the expected unemployment duration for

job seekers ranked according to their automation exposure captured by the average routine-task

intensity (RTI) in their job profile. First, we plot the expected unemployment duration from

our extended model accounting for task overlap as discussed in equation (6), after using the

estimated coe�cients as presented in Table 3 ("with overlap"). Consistent with the routine

replacing hypothesis (Gregory et al., 2022), job seekers with routine intensive profiles are more

likely to remain unemployed longer: a standard deviation increase in RTI implies approximately

five days longer spent in predicted unemployment on average. This corresponds to around 5%
22This is driven, in part, by the condition on additional control variables that absorb part of the variation in

tightness in similar markets. In particular, we control for one-digit ISCED educational attainment, which contains
six categories. Suspending education from the set of control variables yields a similarly sized coe�cient, but with
smaller standard errors.
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of the median expected duration. Second, we benchmark our result against a restricted model

which includes only jobs listed in the job seeker’s search profile, i.e., not taking task overlap into

account ("without overlap") as presented in equation (4). Importantly, we consider whether the

gradient, the di�erence between routine and non-routine job seekers in unemployment duration,

di�ers when allowing for task overlap. However, we find no change in the slope when contrasting

the extended with the restricted model. It appears that the tightness in the neighboring markets

for routine jobs is not su�ciently di�erent to o�er an escape hatch. In terms of our equation (7)

this would imply that our term
q4

j=1 “j [ˆVij/ˆai] ¥ 0. First, we know that only the most similar

bin of jobs is relevant: “̂j ¥ 0, for j = 2, 3, 4. Therefore, this result implies “1 [ˆVi1/ˆa1] ¥ 0.

From our estimation, we know (“1 & —1) ”= 0, but small in magnitude. This means that there is a

small, and at least non-negative correlation of exposure to RTI in job seeker’s own and most

similar job market: ˆai1

ˆai
⌅ 0.

This is the second finding of our paper: the observed longer unemployment duration of

job seekers with routine intensive job profiles can be understood because only very similar

markets are relevant for job finding at a low e�ciency (“1 & —1 π 1) and these do not provide

automation-exposed job seekers with better prospects. This mechanism provides a new lens

to understand the disruptive and persistent distributional consequences of routine replacing

technology for job finding.23

This conclusion is complementary to that of Acemoglu and Restrepo (2022) who find a

sizeable reduction in wage inequality because of worker reallocation. Di�erences might be due

their focus on job-to-job transitions among the working population in the US across the last

four decades. We analyze newly unemployed job seekers since this particular group provides

complementary evidence on the extensive margin of employment in the short-run. Furthermore,

we concentrate on a fine-grained task-based similarity between jobs as a key source of reallocation.

5.3 Heterogeneity analysis by age

There are two main reasons why our results are likely heterogeneous by age of the job seeker.

First, as mentioned by Autor and Dorn (2009), older workers are over-represented in jobs exposed

to routine-task automation. Young workers entering the labor market are more likely to enter

growing occupations instead. Second, older workers are often less mobile for two reasons related
23Another possible interpretation of our result is that even after allowing for overlapping job markets, automation

exposure still creates a mismatch between labor supply and demand across di�erent jobs. Despite di�erent
approaches, this conclusion is comparable to del Rio-Chanona et al. (2020).
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to human capital theory: i) they have accumulated more investment in their current job; ii) they

have fewer years to enjoy the benefit of switching to a di�erent job.

In Table 4 we split our main analysis into two age groups: older and younger than 35.24 We

find significant results for “1 and —1 for the sample of those younger than 35, implying that

overlapping markets matter for this group of job seekers. Surprisingly, also for early career

workers overlapping job markets remain limited to jobs with high degree of overlap. For those

older than 35, we cannot reject the hypothesis of perfectly insular occupational markets. The

point estimates in column (2) are not within the expected range of [0; 1] or sign, but are highly

insignificant. Our results suggest that we can expect job seekers older than 35 to experience

more concentrated e�ects from exposure to automation. This is in line with heterogeneity

analysis made in Bessen et al. (2023), who find that more time spent out of employment after an

automation event is mostly driven by workers older than 50.

In addition, we check whether this heterogeneity changes the implications for exposure to

routine-task automation and find this is not the case. The coe�cients in Table 4 imply that the

reallocation for later career job seekers is too small to be detected. Therefore, tightness in very

similar occupations does not change the gradient between job finding and RTI of the job profile.

When we check this separately for early career job seekers, we still find that the observed overlap

with similar job markets leaves the gradient unchanged. Even though we observe overlapping

markets for early career job seekers, these do not provide better job finding opportunities for

those exposed to routine-task automation.

Taken together, the heterogeneity analysis suggests that the inequality in job finding from

routine-task automation is pervasive across the age distribution. Overlapping markets do not

provide any relief, not even for early career workers.

6 Why do overlapping markets not provide equalizing e�ects?

Our main result in Figure 3 is that task-based mobility does not mitigate the distributional

consequences of routine-task automation exposure by itself. In this section, we analyze why this

is the case through discussion of the network structure and three counterfactual simulations that
24Note from the number of observations in column (1) and (2) that we have a considerable share of early career

job seekers. There are two main reasons for this. First, because di�erent rules on receiving unemployment benefits
apply once persons are older than 55, our sample is limited to those younger than 55. Second, in Belgium, labor
market entrants are eligible for unemployment benefits even though they have no working experience. Since our
observation period covers summer months, the outflow from secondary and tertiary education is also captured in
our sample.
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manipulate i) the relative matching e�ciency; ii) the task competencies of routine job seekers as

measured by the top 33% of the RTI distribution (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2022); and iii) the

number of vacancies along a di�erent dimension: job titles that are specific to manufacturing.

Each of these provides further insight into when overlapping markets can or cannot alleviate

distributional consequences from exposure to declining demand and how policy could weigh on

this. While we cannot anticipate further general equilibrium e�ect of these interventions here,

incorporating dynamic adjustments is an important direction for future research.

There are generally two possible reasons why overlapping markets do not provide equalizing

e�ects. First, the overlap with other markets in the job network is not strong enough, i.e., the

relative matching e�ciency is too small. Second, the network structure itself is not connecting

a�ected job markets to less a�ected ones. We analyze each of these in turn and discuss their

relevance for policy making.

6.1 Is the relative matching e�ciency of similar markets too low?

Table 3 demonstrates that close neighbors are only predictive for job finding to a limited extent:

the relative e�ciency of additional vacancies and job seekers in similar jobs is small, around

a third. The low relative matching e�ciency potentially reflects job switching costs posing a

barrier for job seekers to access similar overlapping markets (Cortes and Gallipoli, 2018). To

understand the importance of low relative e�ciency for our results, we simulate an extreme

scenario without any barriers to access close neighbors. Specifically, we set the parameters “1

and —1 in equation (1) to one. That is, we allow the tightness in most similar jobs to have the

same influence as the tightness in job seekers’ own jobs. This can be interpreted as a reduction

in information friction by giving job seekers better guidance on job search outside of their

initial occupation. Alternatively, it can be a result of a policy that targets hiring practices to

be more open about hiring candidates with di�erent occupational backgrounds or certification

of person-specific instead of job-specific task competencies. Finally, one may consider this as

providing training to job seekers to access a broader set of vacancies. As a result, especially

highly routine jobs experience an increase in the predicted unemployment duration and the

gradient between duration and RTI exposure increases. This simulation worsens the prospects of

routine job seekers since they get more exposed to the correlated automation exposure and similar

tightness conditions among overlapping jobs. This implies that simply improving reallocation to

job markets with similar task content, for example through a recommender algorithm on a job
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platform, will not help job seekers exposed to routine-task automation.

6.2 Does the network structure determine the equalizing e�ects of overlap-

ping markets?

To understand the importance of the job structure for the equalizing e�ects of overlapping

markets, we provide three pieces of evidence. First, we explore a key element from our discussion

of equation (7): to what extent does the exposure to routine-task automation in your own market

correlate with exposure in similar markets: corr(ai, aij). We can measure this directly in our

data. Second, we ask whether routine job seeker profiles would benefit from containing more

non-routine task competencies and discuss what kind of policies could support this. Finally, we

simulate an industry-specific shock to highlight the specific occupational nature of routine-task

automation.

The correlation of routine-task automation exposure between own and most similar

job markets To understand what drives the irrelevance of overlapping markets for job seekers

exposed to routine-task automation, Table 5 explores the structure of the job network that

determines the correlation component of equation (7). To di�erentiate routine and non-routine

job profiles, we follow the convention to classify job profiles in the top 33% of the RTI distribution

as routine (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2022).

The striking di�erence between routine and non-routine job search profiles is their set of close

neighbors, as described by the top panel of Table 5. While job seekers with a routine search

profile have slightly more close neighbors in the first most similar bin compared to non-routine

job seekers, routine job seekers have a much higher share of other routine jobs among their close

neighbors compared to non-routine job seekers, around 49% relative to 21%. As a result, routine

jobs are segregated from non-routine jobs in terms of close neighbors in the job network. This

di�erence in the embedding in the network helps explain why overlapping job markets do not

make routine job seekers more resilient: their accessible overlapping jobs are highly exposed to

automation, too. These close neighbors provide them with fewer job opportunities compared to

non-routine neighbors: the average tightness of close neighboring jobs is lower for routine profiles.

Interestingly, we do not find stark di�erences between routine and non-routine job profiles along

other characteristics of the jobs listed in the search profiles such as the number of jobs listed

in the profile or the average number of tasks within a job. We find that routine profiles list
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jobs with slightly lower diversity of tasks within a job. This is measured by comparing the task

embeddings within a job using cosine similarity. Lower diversity of tasks might contribute to the

segregation as lower diversity in the task content may lead to smaller variation in the content of

close neighbors. As expected the tightness in the jobs listed in the search profiles is lower for

routine job profiles than for non-routine job profiles.

A plausible explanation for the segregation of jobs in the network is a segregation in how

tasks are bundled within jobs. Routine jobs do not overlap with non-routine jobs, most likely

because they do not contain enough non-routine tasks. And vice versa for non-routine jobs.

The unstructured nature of the task descriptions in our data impedes such an analysis at the

task level since we cannot specify routineness at the task level. Consistently, Alabdulkareem

et al. (2018) document such segregation using O*NET, referring to it as skill polarization. The

contribution of this paper is to show how this relates to inequality in job finding.

Providing routine job seeker profiles with non-routine task competencies One plau-

sible approach to resolve the segregation between routine and non-routine jobs may be to alter the

task competencies of routine job seekers by providing them with the most common non-routine

tasks. To simulate the implications of this intervention, we add the 15 most common tasks

among jobs with negative RTI to the most routine job profiles.25 Examples among the 15 most

common tasks are "coordinating the activities of a team", "monitor and analyze data on the

activities of the service or organization propose a progress path" and "determine and monitor the

budget of an organization". Therefore, these added tasks do not resemble a single set of skills but

rather a bundle of common non-routine tasks. We interpret this mainly as a form of training in

non-routine task content for routine job seekers. An alternative interpretation is that it resembles

within-occupational shifts in task content towards more non-routine content with on-the-job

learning. However, note that this training is general and crude, as it is not tailored to the profile

of the job seeker. The important element of an e�ective retraining policy is that it allows routine

job seekers to have high levels of overlap with job markets that have higher ex-ante job finding

rates. Consistently, this simulation decreases the predicted unemployment duration for those job

seekers with the most routine job profiles. As expected, the average predicted median duration

when accounting for task overlap declines.

This simulation exercise emphasizes how a training policy could facilitate the equalizing
25These findings are comparable to adding the 15 most common tasks among non-routine jobs weighted by

tightness to the most routine job profiles.
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e�ects of overlapping markets. By increasing the overlap with less a�ected markets, the inequality

in job finding is diminished.

The equalizing e�ect from overlapping markets in a case of industry specific expo-

sure Given that only very similar jobs matter for job finding, it may seem that the role for

overlapping markets to equalize exposure is limited by definition. To understand whether this is

the case, we simulate a reduction in vacancies along a di�erent dimension. We identify the special-

ization of jobs in manufacturing by checking for the words "production" and "industry/industrial"

in the job title. Around 15% of our job seeker sample is identified to have at least one such

job title in their profile and the mean share of such jobs in a profile is 9%. We simulate a

reduction of 20% in the vacancies with such a title and calculate the predicted change in the

unemployment duration for every job seeker. To understand the equalizing e�ect of overlapping

markets for this simulated shock we compare the prediction from our full model to a model

without overlap, as done for our main result in Figure 3. There is a positive gradient between

the share of manufacturing jobs in the profile and the di�erence in the predicted unemployment

duration by construction. The absolute size of the gradient is proportional to the simulated

reduction in vacancies. However, Figure 4 also shows this gradient is about twice as large when

restricting to a model without overlap. Note that the binscatter contains fewer data points given

that the share of manufacturing jobs in a job search profile has a limited set of values.

This simulation shows that even when only the most similar jobs matter for job finding, there

can still be a considerable equalizing e�ect from overlapping markets for a relative decline in

vacancies. Equation (6) informs us under which condition this is the case: lower correlation of

exposure among close neighbors. We consider two reasons why this could be the case for our

chosen dimension of manufacturing specialized jobs. First, this exposure is meant to capture

jobs that have a specific manufacturing industry attachment. If these manufacturing job titles

also cover task content that is more general, then the exposure need not be as correlated. For

example, if job seekers have experience as a production line manager, their profile likely contains

tasks related to the production process. However, general managerial tasks are likely to provide

additional overlap with other jobs that are not specific to the manufacturing industry and

production lines alone. Thus, this simulated exposure focuses more on the industry rather than

the occupation component which contributes to the lower correlation of exposure among close

neighbors. Second, manufacturing specialized job titles are less pervasive. Shocks that a�ect
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a wide array of jobs are more likely to generate correlated shocks. Therefore, RTI exposure is

more likely to be correlated among neighbors than the simulated shock in this section.

Taken together, this exercise shows that even in a job network with sparse close neighbors

being relevant for job finding, overlapping markets can have an equalizing e�ect. The key

condition which needs to be fulfilled is for exposure to be less correlated among close neighbors.

We provide the example of an industry-specific shock.

7 Are other waves of technological change di�erent?

Our result in Figure 3 reveals the interaction between exposure to routine-task automation and

overlapping job markets for unemployed job seekers. Importantly, the distributional consequences

may be di�erent for other waves of technological innovations depending on which jobs are most

exposed to the technology and their embedding within the job network. To highlight this, we

apply three measures for exposure to recent technologies: artificial intelligence (AI), software,

and robots, using the measures obtained from current patent data by Webb (2020). For each

of these technologies, we repeat the comparison between the predicted unemployment duration

when accounting for overlapping job markets and the benchmark model without task overlap.

Figure 5 presents us with two interesting findings. First, the gradient between technology

exposure and predicted unemployment duration di�ers across technology types. There is a slight

negative association between unemployment duration and AI exposure, which corresponds with

the high share of high-skill jobs among jobs most exposed to AI (Webb, 2020). More importantly,

accounting for the impacts of overlapping job markets has di�erent predicted unemployment

implications for di�erent technologies. In particular, the positive association between software

exposure and predicted unemployment duration declines when including overlapping job markets.

The increase in predicted unemployment duration for one standard deviation increase in software

exposure declines by 38% (from +2.9 days to +1.8 days) when accounting for task overlap. In

contrast to the results on automation exposure captured by RTI, accounting for task overlap

lowers the inequality in job finding among job seekers exposed to software automation.

To understand the di�erence in equalizing e�ects, Table 6 explores the correlation in exposure

for each of these technologies among job seekers’ search profiles and their most similar job

markets. The degree of job segregation for these alternative technological innovations are

di�erent compared to routine-task automation and the degree varies across technology type.
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Highly AI-exposed job seekers have a 40% share of other highly AI-exposed jobs among their

close neighbors compared to not exposed job seekers, which is around 20%. Still, the di�erence

in share of high exposed neighboring jobs is smaller than RTI exposure (49% to 22%, as shown in

Table 5). For the highly-software exposed job profiles the most striking di�erence is the number

of close neighbors connected to the search profiles. Highly software-exposed job seekers have

on average 212 close neighbors compared to on average 124 close neighbors for not exposed

job profiles. Importantly, these close neighbors provide di�erent opportunities: the share of

exposed neighbors lies just under the level of segregation for routineness, and the tightness of

neighboring jobs is considerably better for highly exposed profiles than non exposed profiles. For

this reason, overlapping jobs considerably lower the positive gradient between software exposure

and unemployment duration. Exposure to robots is somewhat more segregated, but still comes

with slightly better tightness in neighboring jobs. Hence, we find a decline in the gradient

between robot exposure and unemployment duration when accounting for overlapping markets,

albeit small. This could help explain why strong local and occupational displacement e�ects

from robots have been found (Acemoglu and Restrepo, 2019; Acemoglu et al., 2020).

Overall, the degree of technology exposure among most similar jobs together with the

tightness in neighboring job markets determines to what extent overlapping markets provide

better prospects, which di�ers across types of technology.

8 Robustness to the choice of bin delineation for similar markets

The step function inside equation (1) is meant to capture a non-linear relationship which is likely

to be more continuous and complex in reality. Although spline functions have been developed to

account for non-monotonic, continuous relationships between two variables, we aim to estimate

the return to the interaction between task similarity and tightness. Therefore, we estimate a

simplified step function. This mimics the idea of a spline and similarly depends on arbitrary

choices concerning bin definitions. Any measurement error associated with our bin delineation

is likely to attenuate our estimates.26 For this reason, we have created a range of alternative

bin specifications. Columns (2) to (13) of Table 7 displays estimation results with di�erent

definitions of how we bin overlapping markets. The coe�cients of our main analysis can be
26Another possibility is that our language model is not able to precisely distinguish similarity among similar

job pairs in our very granular job classification such that there is a broader set of cut-o�s that is consistent with
close-range distance in task similarity.
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found in column (1) for comparison. In columns (2) to (7) we change the definition of our first

bin, trying to zoom in on the overlap with very similar neighbours. Columns (8) to (10) change

multiple bin cut-o�s and number of bins to test for the importance of how we condition on bins

overall. Finally, columns (11) to (13) look at the importance of a more restrictive definition of

similarity, where we drop jobs that are very dissimilar, i.e. at the lowest end of the similarity

distribution. Overall, our results are qualitatively similar. Regardless of the definition of bins,

the main conclusion remains that only the most similar jobs are important for job finding.

Regardless of their exact definition, we find that the coe�cients on bins delineated along the

first 10 percentiles of the distribution are statistically indistinguishable from each other. For

example, making the first bin smaller (columns (4) and (5)) or splitting it into two separate bins

(columns (6) and (7)) does not result in the highest coe�cient on tightness in the most similar

jobs (e.g., at the 98th - 99th percentile), followed by a smaller but still significant coe�cient

on tightness in jobs at follow-up percentiles of similarity (e.g., 97th - 95th). With the very

disaggregate information we constructed on job similarity, we also lack statistical power when

estimating the returns to tightness in these very small bins, in particular, related to variation in

the number of job seekers.27

9 Concluding remarks

We present evidence on the importance of task overlap for job finding and its implications for

exposure to automation. We build our evidence in several steps. After constructing a novel task

similarity measure, we show that only the most similar jobs outside of job seekers’ own job profiles

matter for job finding using an extended matching function specification. By benchmarking our

model to a model without overlap, we are able to test the importance of overlapping markets for

the positive gradient found between unemployment duration and being displaced from routine

jobs.

Overlapping markets provide little relief from reduced job finding for routine intensive job

seekers since tightness in the neighboring markets is not su�ciently di�erent to o�er an escape

hatch. The positive gradient between exposure and predicted unemployment duration remains

unchanged when restricting the model to job search without overlapping markets. Thus, task-
27Because of the importance of the first bin for job finding, we also perform a robustness check on what jobs are

most similar. In particular, we consider that lower experience levels of jobs listed in the profile are by construction
included in the first bin with perfect overlap. Given that some job seekers may not find this appealing, we remove
these cases of overlap from the first bin. However, our results remain unchanged.
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based mobility does not diminish the distributional consequences of routine-task automation by

itself.

We show that lowering the cost of mobility even increases their exposure to routine-task

automation in close job markets. Therefore, there is potential harm in recommendation algorithms

that direct job seekers to explore job markets that are most similar to their previous job’s

task content. Our findings confirm the necessity to include the market opportunities in the

recommendation system for job seekers (Altmann et al., 2022; Behaghel et al., 2022; Belot et al.,

2019, 2022; Le Barbanchon et al., 2023). To access jobs with better prospects, policymakers may

provide targeted retraining to job seekers exposed to automation. For example, our findings

promote the e�orts made by sectoral employment programs such as "WorkAdvance" (Katz et al.,

2022) and directed job search interventions by the Public Employment Services (Behaghel et al.,

2022). Importantly, such programs retrain job seekers in less prospective markets to access local

firms in tight labor markets.

Taken together, to understand workers’ resilience to automation it is necessary to identify

exposed jobs and examine how these are connected to other jobs. Using a task-based measure of

job similarity, our results highlight the role of job segregation within the network. Jobs highly

exposed to automation of routine tasks are segregated from less exposed and better prospect jobs,

yielding concentrated low job finding rates for directly a�ected job seekers. However, we illustrate

that recent advancements in technologies such as AI and software are less disruptive since they

a�ect persons with better job finding perspectives or a�ect jobs that are connected to jobs with

better prospects. More generally, the surrounding structure of the job network is relevant for the

dispersion of the e�ects of any task-based labor market shock such as COVID-19, o�shoring, or

trade. As discussed in our final simulation, overlapping markets can have an equalizing e�ect if

the correlation of exposure is low enough among close neighbors.
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Figures and Tables

Figure 1: Tightness and the sample % of job seekers, on average by 1 digit ISCO08

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: The blue squares represent the share of our sample of job seekers across one-digit ISCO-08. The red

circles represent the average tightness (vacancies/job seekers) in a job, by one-digit ISCO-08.
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Figure 2: Cosine similarity between jobs ranked by ISCO-08

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: Similarity between jobs based on cosine similarity after applying MPNet pre-training fine-tuned for

sentence similarity at the task level (Song et al., 2020). The shades in heatmap are binned by the percentiles of the distribution of similarity.

These bins correspond to the bins used for estimation in Table 3. Jobs of the x- and y-axis are ordered by four-digit ISCO-08 occupation

codes.
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Figure 3: Di�erence in predicted unemployment duration with versus without overlap by RTI

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: The gray squares represent binscatters (n=20) of the predicted median unemployment duration

(measured in days) without allowing for task overlap between jobs. The gray line represents the linear prediction across RTI, which predicts

4.6 days longer unemployment duration with a one standard deviation increase in the RTI measure. The green circles represent binscatters

(n=20) of the predicted median unemployment duration (measured in days) with allowing for task overlap between jobs. The green line

represents the linear prediction across RTI, which predicts 4.7 days longer unemployment duration with a one standard deviation increase in

the RTI measure. RTI is constructed following Acemoglu and Autor (2011) and cross-walked to the four-digit ISCO-08 level.
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Figure 4: The simulated di�erence in predicted unemployment duration with versus without
overlap by manufacturing job title share

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: The gray squares represent binscatters (n=4) of the predicted median unemployment duration (measured

in days) without allowing for task overlap between jobs. The gray line represents the linear prediction across the share of manufacturing

specialized job titles in the job profile, which predicts 1.2 days longer unemployment duration when the share increases from 0 to 1. The

green circles represent binscatters (n=4) of the predicted median unemployment duration (measured in days) with allowing for task overlap

between jobs. The green line represents the linear prediction across the share of manufacturing specialized job titles in the job profile, which

predicts 0.6 days longer unemployment duration when the share increases from 0 to 1. Specialization of jobs in manufacturing is measured by

identifying the words "production" and "industry/industrial" in the job title. We manipulated the stock of vacancies to be 20% lower in those

jobs.
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Figure 5: Exposure to recent technological innovations

(a) AI exposure

(b) Software exposure

(c) Robot exposure
Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: The gray squares represent binscatters (n=20) of the predicted median unemployment duration

(measured in days) without allowing for task overlap between jobs. The gray line represents the linear prediction across the respective

technology exposure without allowing for task overlap. The green circles represent binscatters (n=20) of the predicted median unemployment

duration (measured in days) with allowing for task overlap between jobs. The green line represents the linear prediction across the respective

technology exposure when allowing for task overlap. The technology exposures are constructed following Webb (2020) and cross-walked to the

four-digit ISCO-08 level.
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Table 1: Summary statistics on mean RTI score across jobs listed in the search profiles

Mean RTI
one-digit ISCO-08 (1)
Managers -3.35

(1.12)
Professionals -2.07

(1.32)
Technicians and associate professionals -0.43

(2.54)
Clerical support workers 2.21

(0.61)
Service and sales workers 0.64

(1.64)
Skilled agricultural, forestry and fishery workers -0.11

(0.54)
Craft and related trades workers 0.63

(1.88)
Plant and machine operators, and assemblers 0.81

(1.52)
Elementary occupations 2.50

(1.08)

Observations 33,352
Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Standard errors in parentheses. The table
shows the mean standardized RTI score across all jobs listed in the search
profiles of job seekers. We construct the RTI information for four-digit ISCO-
08 codes and show in this table the mean across one-digit ISCO-08 codes.
Since 60% of the job seekers we observe in our sample list multiple jobs in
their search profiles, the mean takes into account all the listed jobs specified
those job seekers who list multiple jobs.
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Table 2: Summary statistics on job seeker sample

Mean S.D.
(1) (2)

Females 52.11 49.96
Age in years 30.66 9.90
Share of labor market entrants 30.39 46.00
Nationality

Belgium 78.33 41.20
Europe 5.54 22.87
non-Europe 16.13 36.78

Knowledge Dutch
None 2.58 15.87
Limited 6.52 24.69
Good 14.57 35.28
Very Good 76.33 42.51

Location
Urban 23.41 42.34
Suburban 68.73 46.36
Rural 7.86 26.91

Education
Primary 5.55 22.90
Some secondary 13.54 34.22
Secondary 19.02 39.25
Professional 26.51 44.14
Bachelor 22.29 41.62
Master 13.08 33.72
Observations 33,352

Notes: Summary statistics for newly unemployed in Flanders between
01/03 and 10/09/2021. Labor market entrants refer to students who
have just graduated from either secondary or tertiary education and
are currently looking for jobs. Education is the highest attained. The
specification of municipality of residence into urban, suburban and rural
was done using the LAU correspondence at the niscode provided by
Eurostat. Knowledge of Dutch is self-reported. Source: PES Flanders,
Belgium.
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Table 3: Importance of task overlap in job finding probability

Coe�cient Std. err.
Hazard rate of finding a job (1) (2)

search externality related to
vacancies 0.0847*** (0.0137)

job seekers ≠0.0396*** (0.0123)

rel. e�. of vacancies in jobs with similarity
most similar [ max ≠ 95pctl ) 0.2813*** (0.0721)

[ 95pctl ≠ 75pctl ) 0.0022* (0.0012)
[ 75pctl ≠ 35pctl ) ≠0.0003 (0.0002)

least similar [ 35pctl ≠ min ) ≠0.0000 (0.0001)
rel. e�. of job seekers in jobs with similarity
most similar [ max ≠ 95pctl ) 0.2821 (0.2066)

[ 95pctl ≠ 75pctl ) 0.0004 (0.0056)
[ 75pctl ≠ 35pctl ) ≠0.0005 (0.0014)

least similar [ 35pctl ≠ min ) ≠0.0001 (0.0002)

Observations 33,352
Person controls X

Time FE X
Region FE X

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: *, **, and *** stand for
10, 5 and 1% statistical significance respectively. Standard errors in
parentheses. The estimation uses a log-logistic functional form and
controls for person characteristics such as age, gender, region of birth,
Dutch proficiency, urbanization of place of residence, and labor market
relevant characteristics such as education, channel of registration
on the platform, and whether job seeker is currently registered as
a student. The coe�cients are backed out from equation 1. See
Appendix A.5 for more details.
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Table 4: Results with overlap by age

Age categories
younger than 35 years 35 years and older

Hazard rate of finding a job (1) (2)
search externality related to

vacancies 0.0811*** 0.1175***
(0.0149) (0.0315)

job seekers ≠0.0457*** ≠0.0229
(0.0133) (0.0294)

rel. e�. of vacancies in jobs with similarity
[ max ≠ 95pctl ) 0.1971*** 5.4380

(0.0457) (40.1809)
[ 95pctl ≠ 75pctl ) 0.0013 0.1056

(0.0009) (0.7840)
[ 75pctl ≠ 35pctl ) ≠0.0002 ≠0.0141

(0.0001) (0.1048)
[ 35pctl ≠ min ) ≠0.0001 0.0009

(0.0000) (0.0086)
rel. e�. of job seekers in jobs with similarity

[ max ≠ 95pctl ) 0.1575** ≠0.0652
(0.0748) (0.0850)

[ 95pctl ≠ 75pctl ) ≠0.0017 ≠0.0190
(0.0027) (0.0141)

[ 75pctl ≠ 35pctl ) 0.0004 0.0018
(0.0007) (0.0016)

[ 35pctl ≠ min ) ≠0.0001 0.0004
(0.0001) (0.0012)

Observations 23,198 10,154
Person controls X X

Time FE X X
Region FE X X

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: *, **, and *** stand for 10, 5 and 1% statisti-
cal significance respectively. Standard errors in parentheses. The estimation controls
for person characteristics such as age, gender, region of birth, Dutch proficiency,
urbanization of place of residence, and labor market relevant characteristics such
as education, channel of registration on the platform, and whether job seeker is
currently registered as a student.
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Table 5: Summary statistics on the structure of the job network

Routine profiles Non-Routine profiles
(1) (2)

Mean Mean
Characteristics of neighbors in most similar bin 1
No. of neighboring jobs 179.61 140.25

(131.06) (112.73)
Share of routine neighboring jobs (in %) 49.03 21.81

(18.77) (17.72)
Tightness of neighboring jobs 0.32 0.37

(0.29) (0.35)
Tightness of routine neighboring jobs 0.22 0.24

(0.25) (0.47)

Characteristics of jobs listed in own profile
No. jobs listed 2.57 2.52

(1.77) (2.04)
No. of tasks in jobs listed 9.42 9.89

(5.02) (6.90)
Similarity between tasks in jobs listed 0.33 0.39

(0.08) (0.11)
Tightness in jobs listed 0.02 0.10

(0.28) (0.62)
Observations 11,116 22,236

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Standard errors in parentheses. The table shows summary statistics for the job
network based on job profiles listed in the own search profiles and characteristics of the most similar jobs for job
seekers which be define to include jobs up the 95th percentile of the overall cosine similarity distribution across job
similarity pairs. Column (1) displays the average characteristics for routine job profiles and Column (2) displays
the average characteristics for non-routine job profiles. To di�erentiate routine and non-routine job profiles, we
follow the convention to classify job profiles in the top 33% of the RTI distribution as routine (Acemoglu and
Restrepo, 2022). No. of tasks represent the average number of tasks across all jobs listed on the own job profile.
The similarity between tasks gives the average similarity between tasks within each job listed in the search profile.
The similarity between tasks gives the average similarity between tasks within each job listed in the search profile.
The similarity is measured by comparing task embeddings using cosine similarity. The tightness across jobs listed
in the own profile gives the average number of vacancies divided by the number of job seekers in each job listed in
the search profile. The tightness of neighboring jobs gives the average number of vacancies divided by the number
of job seekers in most similar jobs contained in the first bin and tightness of routine neighboring calculates the
tightness only for routine jobs among the most similar jobs in the first bin.
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Table 6: Summary statistics on structure of the job network for other waves of technological change

AI Software Robots
Highly exposed Not exposed Highly exposed Not exposed Highly exposed Not exposed

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)
Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean Mean

Characteristics of neighbors in most similar bin 1
No. of neighboring jobs 189.03 135.60 212.88 124.59 205.59 127.26

(132.63) (109.88) (139.11) (98.36) (137.89) (101.30)
Share of highly exposed neighboring jobs (in %) 39.78 20.12 48.59 17.98 51.11 12.48

(14.64) (12.63) (14.36) (14.81) (15.67) (14.10)
Tightness of neighboring jobs 0.40 0.33 0.36 0.35 0.36 0.35

(0.35) (0.32) (0.34) (0.33) (0.33) (0.33)
Tightness of highly exposed neighboring jobs 0.41 0.44 0.32 0.35 0.33 0.50

(0.81) (0.62) (0.36) (0.78) (0.37) (0.75)

Characteristics of jobs listed in own profile
No. jobs listed 2.48 2.57 2.71 2.45 2.80 2.40

(1.78) (2.04) (1.93) (1.97) (1.92) (1.96)
No. of tasks in jobs listed 10.34 9.43 9.86 9.67 10.09 9.56

(7.68) (5.53) (6.42) (6.30) (6.35) (6.33)
Similarity between tasks in jobs listed 0.38 0.37 0.36 0.38 0.34 0.39

(0.14) (0.09) (0.12) (0.10) (0.07) (0.12)
Tightness in jobs listed 0.10 0.06 0.06 0.08 0.08 0.07

(0.64) (0.47) (0.46) (0.57) (0.57) (0.52)
Observations 11,095 22,257 10,871 22,481 11,117 22,235

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Standard errors in parentheses. The table shows summary statistics for the job network based on job profiles listed in the own search profiles
and characteristics of the most similar jobs for job seekers which be define to include jobs up the 95th percentile of the overall cosine similarity distribution across job similarity
pairs. Column (1) displays the average characteristics for highly AI exposed job profiles and Column (2) displays the average characteristics for job profiles not highly exposed to
AI. To di�erentiate highly AI-exposed and not AI-exposed job profiles, we classify job profiles in the top 33% of the AI score distribution as highly AI-exposed. We apply the
same procedure to di�erentiate between highly software-exposed job profiles in Column (3) from not software-exposed profiles in Column (4) and to di�erentiate between highly
robot-exposed job profiles in Column (5) from not robot-exposed profiles in Column (6). No. of tasks represent the average number of tasks across all jobs listed on the own
job profile. The similarity between tasks gives the average similarity between tasks within each job listed in the search profile. The similarity is measured by comparing task
embeddings using cosine similarity. The tightness across jobs listed in the own profile gives the average number of vacancies divided by the number of job seekers in each job
listed in the search profile. The share of highly exposed neighbors gives the share of highly exposed jobs among the most similar jobs in the first bin. The tightness of neighbors
gives the average number of vacancies divided by the number of job seekers in most similar jobs contained in the first bin and tightness of highly exposed neighbors calculates the
tightness only for highly exposed jobs among the most similar jobs in the first bin.
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Table 7: Alternative specifications for the importance of task overlap in job finding probability

Baseline Alternative bin 1 Alternative bins Cut data at the end
cut-o� variation splitting bin 1 alternative bins drop lowest similarities

95pctl 93pctl 94pctl 96pctl 97pctl at 98pctl at 99pctl split bin 3 5 equal bins 10 equal bins lowest 5% lowest 7% lowest 10%
Hazard rate of finding a job (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
search externality related to

vacancies 0.0847*** 0.1088*** 0.0973*** 0.0898*** 0.0928*** 0.0789*** 0.0687*** 0.0843*** 0.2075*** 0.1427*** 0.0875*** 0.0876*** 0.0874***
(0.0137) (0.0149) (0.0143) (0.0131) (0.0123) (0.0116) (0.0110) (0.0137) (0.0252) (0.0189) (0.0136) (0.0136) (0.0135)

job seekers ≠0.0396*** ≠0.0623*** ≠0.0528*** ≠0.0405*** ≠0.0407*** ≠0.0285*** ≠0.0223*** ≠0.0381*** ≠0.1654*** ≠0.1020*** ≠0.0404*** ≠0.0402*** ≠0.0400***
(0.0123) (0.0137) (0.0131) (0.0114) (0.0104) (0.0097) (0.0086) (0.0123) (0.0243) (0.0174) (0.0123) (0.0123) (0.0123)

rel. e�. of vacancies in jobs with similarity
most similar bin1 0.2813*** 0.3185*** 0.2819*** 0.3090*** 0.3326*** 0.3054*** 0.2634*** 0.2765*** 0.2697*** 0.3261*** 0.2909*** 0.2914*** 0.2905***

(0.0721) (0.0799) (0.0640) (0.0741) (0.0756) (0.0655) (0.0548) (0.0703) (0.0567) (0.0749) (0.0741) (0.0741) (0.0738)
bin2 0.0022* 0.0028** 0.0025** 0.0015 0.0008 ≠0.0018 ≠0.0008 0.0030** 0.0032 0.0379** 0.0023* 0.0024* 0.0024*

(0.0012) (0.0014) (0.0012) (0.0011) (0.0006) (0.0066) (0.0022) (0.0014) (0.0069) (0.0158) (0.0013) (0.0013) (0.0013)
bin3 ≠0.0003 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0002 ≠0.0002 ≠0.0002 0.0012* 0.0007 ≠0.0008 ≠0.0024 0.0015 ≠0.0004* ≠0.0004* ≠0.0004**

(0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0007) (0.0005) (0.0009) (0.0036) (0.0015) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0002)
bin4 ≠0.0000 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0000 ≠0.0000 ≠0.0000 ≠0.0002 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0002 0.0004 0.0003 0.0000 0.0001 0.0001

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0005) (0.0008) (0.0041) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0002)
bin5 0.0000 ≠0.0000 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0002** ≠0.0013

(0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0001) (0.0035)
bin6 ≠0.0021

(0.0017)
bin7 ≠0.0013

(0.0013)
bin8 0.0018

(0.0011)
bin9 ≠0.0001

(0.0006)
least similar bin10 ≠0.0001

(0.0001)
continued on next page ...
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... continued from previous page
Baseline Alternative bin 1 Alternative bins Cut data at the end

cut-o� variation splitting bin 1 alternative bins drop lowest similarities
95pctl 93pctl 94pctl 96pctl 97pctl at 98pctl at 99pctl split bin 3 5 equal bins 10 equal bins lowest 5% lowest 7% lowest 10%

Hazard rate of finding a job (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) (10) (11) (12) (13)
rel. e�. of job seekers in jobs with similarity

most similar bin1 0.2821 0.7374 0.3751 0.2510* 0.2286** 0.1296** 0.0919** 0.2595 ≠0.3998** 0.9013 0.2590 0.2585 0.2591
(0.2066) (0.9050) (0.2722) (0.1512) (0.1154) (0.0547) (0.0405) (0.1857) (0.1559) (0.9380) (0.1724) (0.1725) (0.1744)

bin2 0.0004 0.0189 0.0120 0.0006 0.0008 0.0120 0.0005 0.0102 0.0015 0.4930 0.0010 0.0028 0.0044
(0.0056) (0.0318) (0.0139) (0.0030) (0.0007) (0.0084) (0.0017) (0.0085) (0.0182) (0.4989) (0.0052) (0.0057) (0.0062)

bin3 ≠0.0005 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0007 ≠0.0006 ≠0.0004 0.0007* 0.0000 ≠0.0136 0.0190 0.0210 ≠0.0008 ≠0.0015 ≠0.0021
(0.0014) (0.0027) (0.0016) (0.0011) (0.0004) (0.0004) (0.0001) (0.0092) (0.0115) (0.0472) (0.0014) (0.0017) (0.0020)

bin4 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0002 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0004* ≠0.0000 0.0066 ≠0.0048* ≠0.0309 ≠0.0000 0.0001 0.0003
(0.0002) (0.0005) (0.0002) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0002) (0.0001) (0.0047) (0.0029) (0.0453) (0.0003) (0.0003) (0.0005)

bin5 ≠0.0001 ≠0.0000 ≠0.0006 0.0003 ≠0.0265
(0.0001) (0.0000) (0.0004) (0.0003) (0.0346)

bin6 ≠0.0236
(0.0316)

bin7 0.0077
(0.0116)

bin8 0.0071
(0.0102)

bin9 ≠0.0007
(0.0040)

least similar bin10 ≠0.0009
(0.0014)

Observations 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352 33,352
Person controls X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Time FE X X X X X X X X X X X X X
Region FE X X X X X X X X X X X X X

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: *, **, and *** stand for 10, 5 and 1% statistical significance respectively. Standard errors in parentheses. The estimation controls for person characteristics such
as age, gender, region of birth, Dutch proficiency, urbanization of place of residence, and labor market relevant characteristics such as education, channel of registration on the platform, and whether job
seeker is currently registered as a student. Column (1) repeats the main estimation results. In column (2) the cut-o� between bin 1 and bin 2 lies at the 93th percentile. In column (3) the cut-o� between
bin 1 and bin 2 lies at the 94th percentile. In column (4) the cut-o� between bin 1 and bin 2 lies at the 96th percentile. In column (5) the cut-o� between bin 1 and bin 2 lies at the 97th percentile. In
column (6) bin 1 is split at the 98th percentile such that bin 1 goes from the max. until 98th percentile and bin 2 goes from 98th percentile until the 75th percentile while the remaining three bins remain
unchanged compared to the baseline estimation. In column (7) bin 1 is split at the 99th percentile such that bin 1 goes from the max. until 99th percentile and bin 2 goes from 99th percentile until the 75th
percentile. In column (8) the baseline bin 3 is split into two equally sized bins of each 20 percentiles while the remaining three bins remain unchanged compared to the baseline estimation. Column (9) splits
the entire similarity distribution into five equally sized bins of each 20 percentiles. Column (10) splits the entire similarity distribution into ten equally sized bins of each 10 percentiles. In column (11) the
lowest 5% of the similarity distribution are cut-o� such that bin 4 contains 35th percentile until the 5th percentile. In column (11) and column (12) the lowest 7% and 10% of the similarity distribution are cut-o� respectively.
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Appendix

A.1 Task descriptions

Table A.1 contains two examples of jobs and their task descriptions listed in the task competency

matrix called "COMPETENT" provided by the PES. First, we list the task descriptions of a

translator with less than two years of experience (= experience level 2). The described activities

relate to translation and language use. Several tasks get added to the eight tasks listed for

translators with higher experience levels. The task competency matrix lists 24 distinct tasks for

translators with at least five years of experience.

The second example lists the tasks of a medical-technical assistant with more than five years

of experience (= experience level 4). The job contains 17 tasks that relate to assisting in medical

procedures and organizing medical administrative files. For starters in this job (= experience level

1), only the first eleven tasks are listed. This demonstrates the importance of defining jobs as a

combination of occupation and experience levels. Less experienced workers are only expected to

conduct baseline activities on their job. Workers with more than five years of experience are able

to conduct a greater variety of tasks, especially tasks associated with greater responsibility such

as performing budget management of the organization. This example illustrates the monotonic

increase in the number of tasks listed for a job with increasing experience levels. Jobs with the

lowest experience level (= experience level 1) contain on average five tasks. Jobs with less than

two years of experience (= experience level 2) and jobs between two and five years of experience

(= experience level 3) execute on average eight tasks. The most experienced jobs with more than

five years of experience (= experience level 4) conduct on average 23 distinct tasks.

A.2 Measures for exposure to technologies

We employ a commonly used measure for job seekers’ exposure to automation. We use the

routine task intensity (RTI) of occupations following Acemoglu and Autor (2011). This measure

builds on the assumption that jobs that are intensive in routine tasks can be automated and

displaced by machines. Routine work activities can be fully described by a set of rules and

procedures (i.e., well-defined codifiable steps) such that they can be carried out by machines

(i.e., computers and other electronics). These activities are distinct from non-routine tasks that

are challenging to automate since they require creativity, intuition, problem-solving, adaptability,

and responsiveness to unscripted in-person interactions. The RTI measure is based on O*NET
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2009 and positive values indicate a job has a high intensity in routine tasks while negative values

indicate high importance of non-routine tasks. The RTI is cross-walked from the SOC to ISCO-08

and merged at the four-digit ISCO-08 level. To calculate the RTI for each job seeker, we average

the RTI across every job in the job seeker’s profile.

We also employ three measures for job seekers’ exposure to recent technological innovations.

We use the suitability of occupations to be automated by artificial intelligence (AI), software

and robots based on (Webb, 2020). These measures use the text of patents to identify activities

that the technology can do and quantify the exposure of occupations to the specific type of

technology by searching in the text of job descriptions for similar tasks. The AI exposure measure

describes to what extent work activities can be conducted by machine learning algorithms such as

supervised learning and reinforcement learning algorithms. The software exposure index captures

the suitability of job tasks to be performed by software, i.e., computer programs that implement

“if-then” procedures manually specified by humans. The robot exposure index measures the

extent to which job activities can be carried out by industrial robots in manufacturing. These

measures are computed by matching verb-noun pairs from patent descriptions obtained from the

Google Patents Public Data to job descriptions listed in the O*NET 2017 (Version 22.0). The

Google Patents Public Data is a large-scale dataset of patent publications updated quarterly

since 1834 and provided by IFI CLAIMS Patent Services. Since the total number of patents

has drastically increased over time (Kelly et al., 2021), patents for recent technical innovations

are likely dominating the patents used for the verb-noun pairs. We cross-walked the resulting

measures to ISCO-08 and merged at the four-digit ISCO-08 level. To calculate the respective

technology exposure for each job seeker, we average the technology exposures across every job in

the job seekers’ profile.

While RTI is often presented as capturing exposure to software and robots, we find their

occupational exposure does not coincide. This is most likely because measures based on current

patents capture the more recent innovations. Out of the three, robot exposure correlates most

with RTI as both relate to automation of production work, e.g., production operators. Still, robot

exposure contains the automation of tasks of occupations such as forklift drivers, which are not

considered to be routine since they require adaptability. Similarly, we find that software exposure

partially overlaps with RTI. For example, software from current patents has the potential to

automate the work activities of hand packers, a job typically described to be routine intensive.

However, there is also a sizeable exposure of skilled professional jobs to software, suggesting this
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measure captures very recent advancements. Finally, AI is the least related to RTI, with even a

slight negative correlation coe�cient at the four-digit ISCO-08 level. This is plausible since AI

targets tasks that are also located in skilled professional occupations. For example, chemical

engineers, and opticians and optometrists have a high exposure to AI.

A.3 Using a language model to quantify similarity in task content

We illustrate our approach by means of the examples in Figure A.1. In the first step, the textual

information of the task descriptions for the jobs archivist, translator and medical-technical assis-

tant are transformed into numerical vectors based on pre-trained language representation model

MPNet. While the jobs translator and medical-technical assistant share the task “administration

and document management”, the job archivist does not overlap in terms of exact task descriptions

with translators or medical-technical assistants. In the second step, we average the task vectors

within each job.28 In the last step, we compare job vectors pairwise using cosine similarity.

Using exact textual overlap would conclude there is no similarity between the job archivist and

translator but indicate some similarity between translators and medical-technical assistants due

to the one common task. However, our language model accounts for semantic meaning and

detects that the tasks listed for translators relate to texts, books and documents which are

very similar to archivists’ tasks. In contrast, besides the document management task, the other

tasks listed for medical-technical assistants are very specific medical tasks.29 Consequently, the

resulting task-based similarity between the jobs archivist and translator is higher compared to

the similarity between translator and medical-technical assistant when accounting for semantic

meaning in addition to exact textual overlap. This example highlights the ability of the language

model to capture similarities between jobs beyond exact textual overlap in the detailed task

descriptions.

A.4 The job search model allowing for overlapping markets in a nutshell

In this subsection, we provide an intuitive discussion of the job search model allowing for

overlapping markets and highlight how our estimation approach relates to the structural model

developed by Manning and Petrongolo (2017). The core of the structural model by Manning

and Petrongolo (2017) is an optimal search strategy across geographic space to characterize
28In practice, di�erent aggregation methods lead to very similar ordinal results of our similarity measure.
29The full list of tasks is shown in Table A.1.
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local labour markets which provides the theoretical foundation for our understanding of search

strategies across jobs that are di�erentiated in the task space. We implement a reduced-form

estimation approach as discussed by Manning and Petrongolo (2017) in Appendix D. Nevertheless,

the reduced form estimates are linked to the structural parameters of the model, which we explain

here in brief terms. As part of their reduced-form analysis, Manning and Petrongolo (2017)

provide empirical evidence that the structural parameters vary with the reduced-form estimates

in line with the model predictions. This further strengthens the validity of inferring information

from this reduced-form matching function.

In the original model by Manning and Petrongolo (2017), workers decide whether to work in

their own local labor market or to commute to jobs in adjacent labor markets across geographic

space. We provide an analogous interpretation with respect to task space. At the core of our job

search model with overlapping markets, similarity between jobs arises from similarity in task

content. The more similar two jobs, the smaller their distance in task space. Job seekers face the

trade-o� between searching for jobs in which they have experience in or "commute" to jobs that

are similar in task content but in which they do not have experience in. Unlike geographic space,

occupational task space does not have to be laid out smoothly but may be much more disjointed.

To optimize job search, job seekers trade o� the cost of applying to a greater number of

vacancies with the expected utility of finding a job. In the model by Manning and Petrongolo

(2017) workers are located in areas a, but can decide to commute to other areas b. In our

application this translates to job seekers having experience in occupations a, but can apply

to other occupations b. The utility of working in occupation b after having experience in a is

expressed as �abÁi. The first component depends on the probability that the application is

successful and the attractiveness of working in b for a person with experience in a, which we

specify in more detail later. The second component is an idiosyncratic utility component, which

is assumed to be i.i.d. across job seekers and vacancies, and may capture individual specific

preferences for working in a given occupational labor market, among other things.

Job seekers are assumed to have a cost function for sending N applications as follows:

C(N) = c

1 + ÷
N1+÷ (A.1)

The maximization of expected utility implies that a job seekers applies to all vacancies that
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have an expected utility net of marginal cost C Õ(N).30 By assuming that Á is Pareto distributed

with exponent k, the probability that a job seeker with experience in a applies to a vacancy in b

has a closed form expression:

Pr (�abÁi Ø cN÷
a ) =

3 �ab

cN÷
a

4k

(A.2)

This can be summed across all possible vacancies across destinations b and solved for Na.

The total number of applications sent by a given job seeker with experience in a is given as:

Na =
A

c≠k
ÿ

b

Vb �k
ab

B“

(A.3)

where “ = 1/(1 + ÷k), and relates to the returns to scale in the matching function.31 To make

this equation operational, Manning and Petrongolo (2017) assume the expected utility of working

in occupation b after having experience in a has the following functional form:

�ab = p
3q

a NabUa

Vb

4
Wbfab (A.4)

where Nab is the number of workers in a that apply to jobs in b and p
3q

a
NabUa

Vb

4
is the probability

of an application being successful and is assumed to depend negatively on the number of applicants

per vacancy:
q

a
NabUa

Vb
. Wb is the wage o�ered by jobs in occupation b and fab represents the

intrinsic attractiveness of a job in occupation b for a job seeker with experience in occupation a.

In the original model, Manning and Petrongolo (2017) see the intrinsic attractiveness as primarily

a function of distance. The further a worker needs to commute, the less attractive it becomes.

Note that the cost of distance cannot be separately identified from the parameter k. The larger

k , the more varied the idiosyncratic characteristic of specific jobs are, and the more job seekers

might be willing to accept jobs further away. Observationally, this would appear the same as a

decline in the cost of distance. In our application, one could consider the role of task distance

between occupations as two-folded. First, it could lower the intrinsic attractiveness of working in

an occupation b because it implies greater adaptation on the side of the job seeker. Second, and

more complicated to the problem of the job seeker, it might also directly a�ect the probability of
30Importantly, the assumption is made that the probability of more than one application being successful is

infinitesimal. Otherwise, the worker’s decision becomes far more complicated as vacancies cannot be ranked by the
expected utility o�ered. Further discussion can be found in footnote 6 of Manning and Petrongolo (2017, p.2883).

31More specifically, it represents the marginal cost of an application and therefore determines how many new
applications would arise after doubling vacancies and job seekers.
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getting hired. For example, job seekers might be less considered for hiring because of lack of

experience in the exact job title. See Section 4.1 for further discussion on how we interpret the

cost of task distance.

The relationship that we test in the main text of this paper can already be seen from

substituting equation A.4 in equation A.3. The number of applications will depend on the sum

of the di�erent occupational markets and their respective opportunities. This depends negatively

on the number of applications per vacancy in other occupations and will depend positively on

the tightness in other occupations. Importantly, the ex ante probability of getting hired in

other occupations is interacted with the attractiveness of jobs in those occupations. This in

turn depends negatively on the task distance between occupations a and b. Instead of discretely

summing over all other possible occupational destination, our empirical equation features a binned

distances between occupations as we explain in detail in the subsequent Appendix Section A.5.

Although applications cannot be observed directly, Manning and Petrongolo (2017) link these

positively to the probability of getting hired through a simple urn-ball framework of job matching

with a constant probability (< 1) of an application being suitable. This allows us to estimate the

link between the right hand side of equation A.3 and job finding. Our main estimation reflects

this relationship of summing over all possible occupational markets after binning them into four

bins ranked according to the similarity in task content.

A.5 Estimation approach

Our estimation approach follows (Goos et al., 2019) and (Manning and Petrongolo, 2017, Appendix

D.). We briefly summarize the log-linearization and estimation procedure in this section. We

define the job finding probability Ti for job seeker i:

ln(Ti) = –1 ln(V full
i +

4ÿ

j=1
“jV partial

ij ) + –2 ln(Ufull
i +

4ÿ

j=1
—jUpartial

ij ) (A.5)

with V full
i being the number of vacancies in jobs with full task overlap and Ufull

i being the

number of other job seekers in jobs with full task overlap for job seeker i. This composes the

tightness in jobs that are part of the job seekers’ profile. We account for other jobs by binning

jobs into four bins indicated by j. These four bins group jobs according to the task similarity

by percentiles of the overlap cosine similarity distribution. Consequently, V partial
ij indicates the

number of vacancies in jobs with partial task overlap and Upartial
ij gives the number of other
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job seekers in jobs with partial task overlap. The coe�cient –1 captures the positive search

externality from additional vacancies for which job seeker i (at least partially) qualifies in terms

of task competencies. Respectively, –2 captures the negative search externality from additional

job seekers searching for jobs for which job seeker i (at least partially) qualifies in terms of task

competencies.

In our sample of unemployed job seekers, we encounter a non-monotonic duration dependence,

with first increasing and then decreasing hazard rates. Therefore, we estimate a log-logistic

survival function:

S(·i) = 1
1 + (·i exp[≠(Ti + X

Õ
i”)])1/Ÿ

(A.6)

= 1
1 + (·i exp[≠[–1 ln(V full

i +
q4

j=1 “jV partial
ij ) + –2 ln(Ufull

i +
q4

j=1 —jUpartial
ij )]])1/Ÿ

The vector X
Õ
i contains a set of control variables describing relevant job search characteristics

of job seeker i. It includes person characteristics such as age, gender, region of birth (Belgium,

Europe, Non-Europe), Dutch proficiency (none, limited, good, very good), urbanisation of

place of residence (urban, suburban, rural), and labor market relevant characteristics such as

education (primary, lower secondary, upper secondary, post-secondary non-tertiary, bachelor,

master), channel of registration on the platform (batch, unemployment agent, job seeker himself)

and whether jobs seeker is currently registered as a student. We also control for month- and

region-fixed e�ects. Finally, unemployed job seeker i’s expected unemployment duration is given

by:

E[S(·i)] =
⁄ Œ

0
S(·i) d·i (A.7)

which can then also take into account right-censoring in the observation.

However, if “j and —j are not all zero for j = [1, . . . , 4], equation A.5 is not linear in

parameters –1 and “j or in –2 and —j . We follow (Manning and Petrongolo, 2017) and apply

a linear approximation to estimate “j and —j . Therefore, we define Vi © V full
i + V partial

i1 to be

the number of vacancies for which i has full task overlap plus the vacancies from the first bin,

that means jobs with 5% highest overlap. Equally, we define Ui © Ufull
i + Upartial

i1 to be the

number of job seekers in jobs for which job seeker i possess all the required task competencies

and the number of job seekers in other jobs in the first bin for with 5% highest overlap. We

then approximate Ti + X
Õ
i” by the following first order Taylor approximation using Vi and Ui as
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normalization point:

Ti + X
Õ
i” ¥ –1 ln(Vi) + –2 ln(Ui) + –1

1 ≠ “1
“1

V full
i

Vi
+ –2

1 ≠ —1
—1

Ufull
i

Ui
+ X

Õ
i” (A.8)

+ –1
4ÿ

j=1

“j

“1

V partial
ij

Vi
+ –2

4ÿ

j=1

—j

—1

Upartial
ij

Ui

where –1 ln(“1) + –2 ln(—1) are absorbed by the constant term in Xi and its coe�cient. Substi-

tuting the right hand side of equation A.8 into equation A.6, the estimated coe�cients on ln(Vi)

and ln(Ui) are point estimates of –1 and –2 respectively and, together with estimated coe�cients

on V full
i
Vi

and Ufull
i
Ui

, allow us to back out estimates for “1 and —1. Given these point estimates

for –1 and “1, one can then compute a value for “j from the estimated coe�cient on V partial
ij

Vi
for

j = [1, . . . , 4]. Similarly, having an estimate for –2 and —1 allows us to calculate a value for —j

from the estimated coe�cient on Upartial
ij

Ui
for j = [1, . . . , 4]. Table 3 contains the coe�cients for

–1 and –2 as well as backed out coe�cients for “j ’s and —j ’s.
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A.6 Appendix Figures and Tables

Figure A.1: Diagram of the language algorithm for task similarity

Source: VDAB: Mijn Loopbaan. Notes: Illustration of our approach for constructing task-based similarity between three exemplary jobs.

Jobs are composed of a list of detailed task descriptions. The full list of task descriptions for the job translator and medical-technical

assistant are listed in Table A.1. First, we translate the textual information of the task descriptions into numerical vectors using MPNet

fine-tuned for sentence similarity (Song et al., 2020). Second, we average the task vectors within each job and compare in the third

step job vectors pairwise using cosine similarity. For estimating the matching elasticities of overlapping job markets, we group these

task-based similarities based on the entire distribution of similarities across jobs into four bins.
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Table A.1: Example of task descriptions in COMPETENT

Translator, less than 2 years of experience
Administration and document management
Check translations and terminology use (quality, term, revision, correction, ...)
Determine the modalities for translation or interpretation according to the target
audience, the context and according to the needs of the client
Drafting and designing the translation of documents, texts, speeches, ...
Inventory documentation and update linguistic and cultural knowledge
Keeping records
Monitor and update glossaries, databases and translation tools
Understand a text or dialogue and reconstruct it in another language for interlocutors
or on documents

Medical-technical assistant, more than 5 years of experience
Administration and document management
Check the operation of the devices inform the maintenance service and/or the person
responsible in case of problems
Create the medical administrative file of the person with care needs or refer an
additional person with care needs to the waiting room, care or examination room, ...
Disinfect, identify, package (print, ...) the medical-technical elements and send them
to the relevant service
Follow up the file of the person with medical need for care
Follow up the product stock, determine shortages pass on orders
Inform the medical-technical elements of the receiving doctor and person with care
needs with a view to intervention
Plan the appointments according to the needs of the person with care needs, the
type of intervention, the urgency and inform the doctor
Prepare the material, the products according to the doctor’s instructions and the
nature of the intervention
Receive the person with care needs and inform them about the opening hours, the
appointment options, the necessary documents
Tidying up and cleaning workspace, material and products after a consultation

Assist the dentist during the procedure (indicating the instruments, ...)
Perform operations for the accounting and budget management of the organization
Prepare radiology supplies and develop and store radiological recordings
Prepare radiology supplies and develop radiological recordings
Sensitize and advise people with care needs about oral and dental hygiene and the
maintenance of dental prostheses
Sterilize and package the material and instruments (assemble sets, put in bags, ...)

Source: PES Flanders, Belgium. Notes: The table lists the descriptions of task competencies for two exemplary
jobs.
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